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Abstract

In this paper we survey a number of interesting applications of blockchain tech-
nology not related to cryptocurrencies. As a matter of fact, after an initial
period of application to cryptocurrencies and to the financial world, blockchain
technology has been successfully exploited in many other different scenarios,
where its unique features allowed the definition of innovative and sometimes
disruptive solutions. In particular, this paper takes into account the following
application scenarios: end-to-end verifiable electronic voting, healthcare records
management, identity management systems, access control systems, decentral-
ized notary (with a focus on intellectual property protection) and supply chain
management. For each of these, we firstly analyse the problem, the related
requirements and the advantages the adoption of blockchain technology might
bring. Then, we present a number of relevant solutions proposed in the literature
both by academia and companies.
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1. Introduction

Blockchain is an emerging technology which is having an ever increasing
spread both in academia and business organizations. Blockchain technology
was first proposed to support cryptocurrencies like Bitcoin, so cryptocurrency
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blockchains and related applications are often labelled as Blockchain 1.0. The
main achievement of cryptocurrencies is the decentralisation of value transfers
between untrusted entities, but many other more complex applications can be
built on top of this disruptive innovation. The introduction of smart contracts
to realize Decentralised applications (Dapps), Decentralised Autonomous Orga-
nizations (DAOs), smart property, smart tokens, etcetera paved the way to
automated financial applications based on cryptocurrencies. All these novel ap-
plications in the financial area made possible by the union of smart contracts
with digital currencies are labelled Blockchain 2.0. However, blockchains are
not limited to cryptocurrencies, which are just a possible implementation of the
broader concept of Distributed Ledger Technology (DLT). As a matter of fact,
distributed ledgers may contain arbitrary information, not necessarily related
to money of finance. All applications of blockchain technology referable to the
wider spectrum of non cryptocurrency-related distributed ledger uses are com-
monly referred as Blockchain 3.0 applications. We do note that, even if such
applications are conceptually independent from cryptocurrencies, they can still
benefit from an integration with them, and in practice they are often deployed
on a cryptocurrency based blockchain such as Bitcoin or Ethereum. Blockchain
3.0 means porting all the properties obtained by the blockchain trustless decen-
tralization (such as immutability, transparency and no need for intermediaries)
to other systems which are built on top of blockchain technology.

Due to the recent hype in blockchain technology, during the last years there
have been new proposals for Blockchain 3.0 applications almost everyday, as
every company feels the need for a blockchain based solution. The Google trend
chart for the terms of the five top searched topics among the six presented in this
paper (i.e. excludind Access Control systems) are shown in Figure 3, to estimate
the relative interest in each of them. So it is not surprising that blockchain
technology made its way into the prestigious research and advisory firm Gartner
report, Top Trends in the Gartner Hype Cycle for Emerging Technologies, 2017
[1] as shown in Figure 1. Despite that, the same firm considers most blockchain
technologies still a long way from fulfillment, as shown in Figure 2.

We should remind that the innovative properties of a blockchains are often
gained at the expenses of scalability and resource costs. Consequently, only
those scenarios where the advantages clearly outweigh the drawbacks will actu-
ally benefit of the disruptive possibilities of blockchain adoption.

1.1. Survey Methodology

This paper surveys a number of application scenarios where the adoption of
blockchain technology has been proposed, namely: electronic voting, healthcare
records management, identity management, access control, decentralized notary
and supply chains management. For each of these scenario we give a Problem
Definition, we describe the relevant Blockchain Based Proposals and the main
Cases Studied. We do note that the list of application scenarios we considered is
not exhaustive. In fact the flexibility of blockchain technology makes it suitable
for a vast range of applications. However, we believe that the application sce-
narios chosen are the most promising and studied ones that have not yet been
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Figure 1: Gartner Hype Cycle for Emerging Technologies, 2017. Source [1].

analysed in depth in previous literature reviews. Detailed surveys which are
exactly focused on the scenarios not presented in this work already exist in the
literature. For example, among those scenarios we list cryptocurrencies ([3, 4]),
finance and insurance ([5, 6]) and the Internet of Things ([7, 8, 9]). Similarly, no
previous review work (e.g. [10, 11, 12]) has studied the applications considered
in this paper in the same depth.

Moreover, some further scenarios have not been addressed in this paper as
well because, although we think that the adoption of blockchain technology
could bring relevant benefits, there is still not a mature enough number of pro-
posal in such fields. Among them we list: Energy Trading, Gift Cards, Loyalty
Programs, Online Social Networks, Games and Recommendation Systems.

1.2. Paper Structure

This paper is structured as follow: Section 2 presents a background con-
cerning Distributed Ledgers and Blockchains, Sections 3-8 present the main
applications of such technology to, respectively, end-to-end verifiable electronic
voting, healthcare records management, identity management systems, access
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Figure 2: Gartner Hype Cycle for Blockchain Technologies, 2019. Source [2].

control systems, decentralized notary, intellectual property protection and sup-
ply chains management scenarios, Section 9 discusses the common advantages
and drawbacks of blockchain usage in the previously listed application scenarios
and, finally, Section 10 concludes the paper.

2. Background

2.1. Distributed Ledger Technology

A distributed ledger [14] (often referred as DLT, from Distributed Ledger
Technology) is a decentralised repository of data managed and maintained by
many participants, without necessity of assuming trust among each other. In
general, the participants have the same rights and control over the repository,
and communicate directly between themselves in a P2P fashion to propose and
notify updates of such repository. Often such updates satisfy an append only
rule to guarantee the data immutability property. There is no need for in-
termediaries nor for a centralised controller, since the participants employ a
distributed consensus algorithm to reach a decision on the updates to be made
to the repository.

Even if it is called distributed ledger it would be technically more precise
to call it decentralised ledger. In fact, in computer science the term distributed
is mainly used to indicate a network of autonomous entities communicating
between themselves to reach a common goal, like a distributed ledger, but, in
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Figure 3: Google trends [13] chart from 1st of November 2016 to 1st of November 2019 for
the search terms Blockchain voting (blue), Blockchain healthcare (red), Blockchain identity
management (yellow), Blockchain notary (green) and Blockchain supply chain (purple).

general, no coherence is assumed between the participants. Each node could be
executing a completely different task while communicating its result as data for
the other nodes. For example, a distributed system can be employed to coor-
dinate a set of threads computing different algorithms. In a distributed ledger,
instead, each (compliant) node is expected to follow the same protocol to reach
the same result (each time a consensus is reached), i.e., each honest participant
should end up with the same copy of the repository. In fact there is no unique
agreed ledger, instead a copy of the same ledger is stored and maintained by
each node, and the ledger held by the majority of the network (non necessarily
a numerical majority) is considered as the correct one. Formally, it is more
correct to say that the ledger is replicated, since a copy of it is stored by each
participant and the same management operations are repeated by all of them
locally.

2.2. Blockchain Technology

Blockchain is just one possible technology to implement a distributed ledger.
A blockchain implements a distributed ledger by grouping records (i.e., ledger
state updates) into blocks that are made tamper resistant by adding a cryp-
tographic signature of the block data. Usually, this is achieved by adding a
cryptographic hash of the entire block content in the block header. The blocks
are than chained together by back-linking each block to the predecessor in a tam-
per resistant way. Again, the most common way of achieving this is through
cryptographic hash functions, by adding the hash of the previous block in the
following block header. By making each block recursively dependent on both
its content and the previous block in the chain, such block becomes dependent
on the entire content of all the blocks before it, all the way to first block created
(often called the genesis block). This way it is not possible to modify any data
inside a block without invalidating all the subsequent blocks [15].
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Figure 4: Distributed ledger technology implementation proposals topology.

Implementing a distributed ledger with a blockchain allows to build an im-
mutable, distributed, always available, secure and publicly accessible repository
of data [11]. Often, the records stored in each block are called transactions due
to historical reasons [15]. In fact, blockchain technology was first introduced to
support cryptocurrencies (by the Bitcoin cryptocurrency protocol [15]) and in
such a scenario the blockchain is used as a public ledger to store transfers of
value between entities, called transactions.

The main issues with blockchain implementation of distributed ledgers are
scalability and efficiency [11]. A pure blockchain often uses expensive distributed
consensus algorithms to guarantee an eventual consensus on the repository con-
sistency in a trustless environment. But more efficient and simpler consensus
algorithms are possible if we relax the trust assumptions in the system. In gen-
eral, the more trust we place on entities and the more efficient the system gets,
but often also more centralised. The different types of blockchains basically
differ for the trust level associated with write and read operations. By write
operation we mean the ability to update the ledger, i.e., write content on it,
while by read operation we mean the ability to read the blockchain content.
Blockchains are called public (resp. private) whether any trustless (resp. only
trusted) entities can read. They are called permissionless (resp. permissioned)
whether any trustless (resp. only trusted) entities can write [8].

A blockchain can contain any type of data in its records, also code. But
storing and executing is not the same thing. Coupling executable code with
blockchain technology allows for the so called smart contracts [16]. The term
contract in the name can be misinterpreted, a smart contract is simply code
containing arbitrary programming logic, not necessary a contract between en-
tities. A smart contract supporting blockchain is a blockchain where the dis-
tributed consensus validates also the execution of the code contained in each
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block. Basically, each function call to the code repository stored in the block-
chain is executed sequentially in the current block state, and the final state is
updated accordingly [17]. Given a block, each participant can re-execute the
function calls it contains and check if the results are correct, i.e., the same they
obtained. Executing a smart contract in the blockchain guarantees it a set of
new properties, like:

• atomicity, an operation runs entirely or fails without affecting the state;

• synchronicity, the code is executed in a synchronous way;

• provenance, the code can only be executed by traceable external calls;

• availability, the code and associated data is always available;

• immutability, the code can not be changed or tampered with after deploy-
ment;

• immortality, the code and data can only be removed if it commits a self
destruct operation.

We do remark that blockchain is just a possible implementation of a distributed
ledger, not the only one. For example, distributed ledgers not implemented with
blockchains are Radix [18], IOTA [19], Hedera Hasgraph [20] and R3 Corda [21],
see Figure 4.

3. Electronic Voting

In this section we present the possible application of blockchain technology
to electronic voting (or e-voting) systems. We remark that e-voting refers to
a very specific application, i.e., we define electronic voting any type of voting
system where votes are cast and tallied through electronic systems [22]. This is
in general not the same as distributed or digital voting. While distributed voting
is a general enough process to refer to a broad array of applications (for example
leader election between autonomous agents), e-voting was born with the precise
use case of human political elections in mind. In this framework, e-voting may
apply to many different voting schemes, not only related to political elections
(that may have different rules themselves depending on the country), but also,
for instance, to stock holders voting on corporate decisions.

3.1. Problem Definition

E-voting presents advantages and drawbacks compared to traditional voting
systems. For example, a usually mentioned advantage is the greater turnout
expected [23], especially for e-voting systems allowing remote voting (i.e., the
ability to vote without having to physically go to a designated voting booth).
For voters, expressing their preferences through few clicks on a digital device
without leaving their homes might save time and money, easing the election
burden (both as time consumption and monetary cost) on the single user as well
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as on the entire society. It might make voting especially easier with voters with
special needs or reduced mobility, as well as voters travelling abroad or busy
working. This is even more true if the voting procedure is repeated often, like
for direct democracy initiatives. One of the main disadvantages is the increase
risk for election tampering, since by basing the voting system on electronic
devices we expose it to hacks of such devices. Moreover the risk-reward trade-
off of an attacker is higher, since the hack attempts require less resources and
can be conducted on a much greater scale than traditional physical systems
[24]. Furthermore, the proposed systems might look more complicated than
traditional ones, for example if a system requires public key cryptography it
usually entrusts the voter with the security of a private key, and most users may
compromise their security by not protecting such secret information adequately.
This also opens a new attack venue for an adversary that could try to steal such
private information from the users.

E-voting requires the satisfaction of some precise properties derived from the
original human use case, which mainly concern security, auditability and privacy
and, when satisfied, allow a so called end-to-end (E2E) verifiable voting system
[25]. By security and auditability we mean that it is not possible to tamper with
a vote (i.e., changing the preference expressed by the voter) without the voting
entity ability to notice that. Mainly the voter should be able to check that
each vote was cast as intended, recorded as cast and tallied as recorded. Any
outside observer should also be able to verify the election result (i.e., all and
only allowed votes were considered and tallied correctly) without having been
involved in the election. Furthermore we could desire that the voters should
be able to prove to a third party authority that those checks failed (and so
their votes were tampered with) without sharing any private information about
their votes. By privacy we mean that each vote should be only known to the
voter even while voting. A stronger voter privacy property called “coercion
resistance” might also be required, which means that the voters could pretend
to cooperate with a malicious entity while instead voting their own choice [26].

Usually E2E voting is achieved by creating a receipt for the voter represent-
ing their vote in an obfuscated way [24]. This receipt is used alongside some
public data stored on a bulletin board, that, coupled with the private informa-
tion of the receipt, should provide auditability. No information should be leaked
from the bulletin board nor the receipt about each vote, the only source of infor-
mation should be the result itself. Finally we note that no security assumptions
(i.e., not to be malicious or faulty) are bestowed on the voter, the voting devices
or the election authority, they are all considered untrusted by each other.

3.2. Blockchain Based Proposals

Curiously enough, the first proposal of an e-voting system is from Chaum in
1981 [25], the same author of the first digital currency scheme two years later
[27].

Several proposals have emerged on how to implement an e-voting system on
top of most popular blockchains available today. Of course the easier platform
to achieve such goal is a Bitcoin-style cryptocurrency oriented blockchain. In
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the following we show the outline of a possible implementation of an e-voting
system in such a scenario, based on real existing proposals. In general the voting
process takes place in three conceptually separated steps: voters registration,
vote casting and votes tallying.

At voter registration time, the system needs to enforce voter eligibility, i.e.,
it verifies that all and only entitled voters are allowed to cast a single vote. The
general scenario includes a centralized trusted authority to recognize allowed
voters. The simplest solution to achieve this is for voters to create a new address
(i.e., cryptographic key pair) and advertise it to the authority. The authority
can then send a token payment to the address from one of its publicly known
addresses, or publish the voter address in an eligible voters public list. At the
same time, each candidate advertises a set of addresses representing themselves
(of course it is in the interest of the candidates not to advertise addresses they
actually do not control). To cast a preference each voter sends their received
voting token (or a freshly created token in case of eligibility list) to an address
of the chosen candidate. The tally can then be done by simply counting all the
tokens received by each candidate set of addresses.

This simple framework is not complex enough to guarantee E2E voting se-
curity, but is helpful to easily show advantages and drawbacks of using a public
blockchain. First of all we note that using a public blockchain trivially protects
the system from a malevolent election authority. Since the authority has no con-
trol neither at casting nor at tallying time it cannot tamper with the election.
This can be weakened in systems relying on a permissioned blockchain, which
still rely on a trusted entity to evaluate voter eligibility, but this is inevitable in
traditional systems and still auditable in case of unduly denial of voting rights
or fake voters forging. A voter can prove that they were not included in the
eligible list or show that their address has not received any voting token (but
at the price of disclosing which address belongs to it). The process should be of
course secure enough to guarantee that the eligibility authority cannot fraudu-
lently link voters with bogus addresses they control (for example by requiring
an unforgeable voter confirmation step). On the other side an external observer
can chose a set of addresses that voted and challenge the authority to show that
those addresses really corresponded to rightful voters. Furthermore is impor-
tant to note that it is needed to also employ obfuscation techniques to prevent
a direct linking between voting address and voter identity in the eligibility au-
thority table, otherwise the authority would be able to see what candidate each
voter choose, breaking the fundamental vote secrecy property. Another impor-
tant issue of such systems is that it allows for real time tallying, which is, is in
general, a non desired property, since it can influence the election outcome, and,
more seriously, it can leak vote private information if a precise enough timing
analysis is possible.

If we compare this simple system with the general E2E voting approach
described in the previous section we clearly see how blockchain technology is
used as the bulletin board of the system. This is the main conclusion reached
in [24]. Not only a blockchain satisfies all the properties required from a secure
bulletin board but it also introduces new useful properties. As already stated,
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a public blockchain decentralises the bulletin board management and control
hence protecting the e-voting infrastructure from an untrusted central authority.
This would also contribute to system robustness and availability since it would
rely on the resilience of the underlying blockchain. On the other hand, voting
would require to create transactions and so pay fees in a public blockchain. This
could harm usability and vote accessibility.

Several proposal have been advanced to use the novel smart contract capa-
bilities offered by recent blockchains. There is no common implementation to
outline here but they all rely on the principle of delegating the aforementioned
operations of voter authentication, votes casting and tallying to smart contracts.
This allows to have smart ballots and smart tallying contracts, possibly able to
enrich the system with new functionalities. We do remark that this introduces
further problems of scalability depending on the blockchain chosen. In fact,
if the smart contracts are required to perform costly cryptographic operations
they could become too slow and too costly in practice for an usable system sup-
porting an high number of users. For example the Open Vote Network smart
contract based implementation proposed in [28] could support at most sixty
voters with the Ethereum block gas limit of 4 700 000 gas that was enforced
when [28] was written.

We recall that, in Ethereum, every transaction has to pay a fee, proportional
to its complexity, to be inserted in a block, in order to repay the miners of their
effort. Every operation of a smart contract has a price, called gas, and the total
gas of a transaction is the sum of all the gas of all the operations it contains.
The gas limit of a block is the maximum amount of gas that can be spent to
execute the transactions contained in that block.

Nowadays, the block gas limit has almost doubled (about 8 000 000 gas at
the time of writing, i.e., block of Ethereum main chain at height 9 063 545).
Because the cost of the transactions presented in [28] is linear in the number
of voters this would mean that only elections of at most about 100 voters are
in practice currently supported. Moreover, very high transactions fees should
be offered to ensure that such demanding transactions (i.e., consuming alone
an high percentage of the available block gas) would be executed in a timely
fashion.

3.3. Cases Studied

In the following we summarize the main proposals both commercial and
academic that we found in the available literature (see Table 1). Do note that
due to the novelty of blockchain technology almost all of the existing systems
have been proposed in the last three years (i.e., since 2016). The most cited
commercial proposal is BitCongress [29], even if the system seems to have been
since discontinued. It used Bitcoin coloured tokens through Counterparty [30]
to authenticate voters and cast votes, and Ethereum smart contracts to tally
votes. Each voter was identified in the system with only one vote associated
to them during their lifetime, unfortunately this prevents a voter from taking
part in multiple elections at the same time. Another famous proposal was Fol-
lowMyVote [31, 32] from a no-profit organization. The project is open source
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and based on BitShares [33], a fork of the Bitcoin protocol. The underlying not
so popular blockchain makes it more vulnerable and less robust. The system
allows for three different election types: Proportional Representation, Mixed
Member and Majority. It still requires a central eligibility authority, with blind
signatures to obtain voter identity obfuscation. Other proposals using Ethereum
include Procivis [34], the aforementioned Open Vote Network implementation
[28], Democracy.earth [35], and Polys [36] over a private Ethereum fork. Pro-
posals to use a blockchain with traditional voting booth electronic devices are
VoteWatcher [37] and VoteBook [38]. Other projects include blockchain agnos-
tic Secure.vote [39], commercial Votem [40] and TIVI [41], academic VOLT
project, Spanish AgoraVoting over Bitcoin [42] and Inno.vote over the Bal-
lotChain blockchain [43]. Unfortunately all this projects have no E2E voting
security formal proof.

Only a few formal academic proposals have been presented (e.g., Remotegrity
[44]), we will show them in temporal order in the following. The first such pro-
posal was [45], based on the scheme of a distributed lottery and using zero
knowledge proofs [46] over the Bitcoin blockchain. Another work, [47], pro-
posed an alternative approach using a trusted third party to manage the eli-
gibility process. The proposal is applicable either to the Bitcoin blockchain or
any permissioned blockchain and follows the same general scheme outlined be-
fore about voting schemes in Bitcoin. A similar proposal is shown in [48], using
blind signatures alongside the Bitcoin protocol. A weakness of the proposal is
the requirement for prepaid Bitcoin cards to be given to the voters. A simi-
lar scheme was used in [49], but based on Zerocoin to enhance voters privacy.
Similar approach is used in [50], that uses Zcash instead to anonymize trans-
actions. After the aforementioned proposal on Ethereum using smart contracts
[28], in [51] the authors propose a new e-voting system based on a Shamirs se-
cret sharing scheme built over multisignature PayToScriptHash scripts on the
Bitcoin blockchain. They also present an enhancement of the CoinsShuffle [52]
technique, called CircleShuffle to further decouple the inputs of a CoinShuffle
transaction from each output. Finally another proposal on Bitcoin following the
usual scheme was presented in [53]. Nevertheless it does not satisfies all the E2E
secure properties and the authors suggestion to use a permissioned blockchain
to alone solve the issue might not be enough.

3.4. A final remark

As we have seen in the previous sections, Blockchain technology in general
already employs an idea of distributed voting (not properly e-voting) to achieve
a consensus on the next block to be appended to the chain. Most distributed
consensus algorithms proposed can be seen as distributed voting algorithms
to chose a miner to add the next block to the chain. In those systems miners
have different voting weight according to their commitment to the election. The
commitment is expressed in different ways depending on the consensus algorithm
chosen, for example with Proof of Work (PoW) [54] miners show commitment
by dedicating computational power, while with Proof of Stake (PoS) [54] they
show funds ownership. The main difference with respect to real voting systems
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Name Link Blockchain Used

Open Vote Network [28] Ethereum
BitCongress [29] Bitcoin
FollowMyVote [31] Bitcoin fork
Procivis [34] Ethereum
Democracy.earth [35] Ethereum
Polys [36] Ethereum fork
Votem [40] Ethereum
AgoraVoting [42] Bitcoin
Inno.vote [43] BallotChain
Academic proposals [45, 47, 48, 51] Bitcoin
Academic proposal [49] Zerocoin
Academic proposal [50] Zcash

Table 1: Blockchain Voting systems.

is that the election of the miner is probabilistic, i.e., each “candidate” has a
probability to win proportional to the number of votes he receives, but there is
no certainty that the candidate with the most votes will win. Nevertheless on the
long run the system will converge to reflect the voters will through the number
of blocks mined by each candidate (even if this can be further complicated by
the dynamic nature of miners that can freely enter and leave the system). This
is why in practice the consensus algorithm has been used as a tool to vote on
important decisions for existing blockchain protocols. For example the Bitcoin
community has often employed this trick to decide on protocol upgrades. Miners
are asked to cast a vote about the upgrade as data in their coinbase transaction.
This allows to have an approximation of the mining community will once enough
blocks have been mined. This approach feels natural for a cryptocurrency such
as Bitcoin where a protocol upgrade could require an hard fork that might not
be accepted by all the users and may cause an harmful split in the network.
Casting votes in real blocks allows to check if the vast majority of miners really
contributing to the network at the time do agree with the proposal.

4. Health Care

4.1. Problem Description

In the digital era more and more private information about ourselves is
stored and managed electronically. Being related to an identified or identifi-
able living individual, that information are called Personal Data, and it needs
to be properly protected from unauthorized accesses with adequate technical
solutions, as stated by the General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR) EU
2016/679 [55]. One kind of personal data is health data: each medical exam-
ination produces valuable sensitive data belonging to the patient that needs
to be properly shared with doctors, pharmacies, insurance companies or other
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healthcare scenario stakeholders but, at the same time, protected from other
accesses. Nowadays, most national health systems are trying to collect all per-
sonal medical information related to the same patient in a unique electronic
medical record, called Electronic Health Record (EHR). Such a record contains
very sensible information produced during an entire lifetime, and yet it is of-
ten managed by medical institutions and practitioners not technically aware or
equipped enough to guarantee the appropriate security levels. Moreover, most
medical institutions store and create patients’ medical records in different for-
mats often not compatible not only among different nations, but sometimes even
among different labs inside the same hospital. The need for a system to manage
and store medical records in a secure way has lead to a lot of proposals to use
a blockchain.

4.2. Blockchain Based Proposals

Despite the many proposals, most of them follow a common general idea:
a system storing medical personal records on a blockchain under the control of
their owners. The cryptographic security (digital signatures, etc.) is leveraged
to enforce that the users would be the only one in charge of their digital infor-
mation, hence the only one able to grant access to their own records [56, 57].

Storing the entire records on the blockchain would not be a good idea for
two main reasons. First, it raises obvious privacy concerns since all data in
the blockchain would be visible to all other users. Of course the data could be
encrypted, but this could still not be enough from a legal point of view. More-
over, the public and immutable nature of the blockchain would mean that the
encrypted data would remain forever visible on the chain. If a future technolog-
ical advance would make the security mechanism used to protect that data no
longer secure, then its content could be retroactively read. The second reason
is that the record could become very big in size. The medical data contained
inside the record is by its own nature space demanding, because it could com-
prehend a lot of images (for example from Magnetic Resonance Images) and
because it keeps growing as the patient ages. The medical record of a lifetime
would take a lot of memory to be stored. On the other hand, blockchain space
is scarce due to its decentralised nature, and the entire blockchain with all its
data should be replicated on each node, so each bit it contains consumes stor-
age space for each node. It would also negatively impact the performance of the
communication network, since big blocks to store a lot of new data would require
a lot of bandwidth to be relayed among nodes, delaying new blocks discovery
notifications and so potentially increasing natural forks probability (which are
causes of wasted mining resources for the entire network). This means that it
is in practice unfeasible and not desirable to store entire medical records on the
blockchain. Luckily this is not necessary, and all the proposed systems work
all the same by simply keeping on chain only pointers to where the records are
actually and securely stored. This is the same approach proposed in [58] to
manage personal data in general through a blockchain. In those systems, the
blockchain acts only as a decentralised secure system where users can manage
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the access to their personal records [59, 60, 61]. The real data is stored off-
chain in a traditional manner, of course with care to preserve the privacy of the
content.

In such a system, users alone are in control of their own data by granting
or denying access (e.g., to pharmacies or insurance companies) to it. Of course
the users don’t have to grant access to their entire medical record, but they can
choose what data to share with each subject. At any time the users would be
aware of who has access to which part of their own data, since they are the only
ones able to grant such access. In such a system there would be no intermediaries
and no need for trusted third parties. If this system is deployed on top of a
blockchain with a native currency, such as Bitcoin or Ethereum, then the users
could also be directly paid in exchange for grated accesses, for instance, if the
user grants access to their data to a scientific organization for research purpose.
Furthermore, since users are in charge of securing their own data, it would
relieve both medical institutions and companies from this difficult and costly
task. In turn, this would have an impact on the corresponding legal framework,
since users are the ones giving consent for the use of their data each time they
grant an access. At the same time, the notary nature of the blockchain (due to
its immutability and timestamping it automatically constitutes an audit trail)
would increase the system transparency and auditabilty. A patient, for example,
could prove to have taken a certain test without disclosing personal information
or relying on a third party. This would cut expenses for the patient and greatly
shorten the time required compared to current systems. Furthermore, it could
also help detect health care frauds. Finally, we note that cryptographically
advanced solutions could be employed to allow use of the private data without
actual data disclosure (e.g., homomorphic encryption computations [62]).

Another advantage of such a system would be the universality of the record
format. The blockchain would act as an intermediary that all the different sys-
tems have to interact with, dictating a common language to exchange data.
This could ease the lack of format interoperability problem often experienced
nowadays with personal medical records [63]. The existence of a single point of
access for medical information in a single format could also benefit health stud-
ies and research. Users could grant access to their medical data for aggregated
medical studies, that would benefit from a huge patients base to analyse (po-
tentially in an automated way, e.g., with big data techniques [64]). Users could
then be directly rewarded for their participation by blockchain micropayments.

In practice we do not expect a single blockchain to manage the global pop-
ulation medical records, it would be more feasible to have different blockchains
at different institutional levels (e.g., from national level to single medical insti-
tution level). All those blockchains could be federated to allow interoperability
without the need for data replication between one another. We also do not
expect all these blockchains to be public. A permissioned solution with medical
institutions as nodes would seem like a natural implementation of the system
[65]. Furthermore, employing blockchain technologies with smart contracts sup-
port would also enable more expressive systems.
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4.3. Cases Studied

One proposal using smart contracts (on the Ethereum network) is MedRec
[66], one of the few working academic proof of concept implementation available
in the literature. The system follows the basic scheme outlined before, but
also introduces an interesting twist. It introduces access to aggregated and
anonymized data (usable for example for research) as mining reward to foster
participation in the expensive mining process.

Very few proposals have also been presented to apply distributed ledger
technology to epidemics relief. Of course blockchain technology through cryp-
tocurrencies can already contribute by allowing direct micro payments to make
fast donations. In [67] the author proposes to use a distributed ledger to monitor
a disease and its spreading. The concept can be strengthened by coupling the
idea with smart contracts capabilities to trigger automatic responses or alarms
in case of preconditions concerning the monitoring of epidemics.

Outside of the academic world, many companies have tried to apply block-
chain technology to the health care sector. Blockchain technology has even been
used in practice to protect electronic medical records in a famous experiment
by Estonia [68, 69, 70]. Among the commercial proposals joining blockchain
technology with some aspect of health care we remember Gem [71], Hashed
Health [72], SimplyVital Health [73], PokitDot [74], Robomed Network [75] and
Healthcare Working Group of the Hyperledger project [76] (see Table 2).

Name Link Blockchain Used

MedRec [66] Ethereum
Estonia Healthcare [68] KSI Blockchain
Gem [71] Ethereum, Hyperledger, ...
Hashed Health [72] Ethereum, Hyperledger, ...
SimplyVital Health [73] Ethereum
Robomed Network [75] Ethereum
Healthcare Working Group [76] Hyperledger

Table 2: Blockchain Healthcare systems.

5. Identity Management Systems

5.1. Problem Definition

An identity management system is used to identify an entity (living individ-
ual or software) in a digital system and involves all data and means of authen-
tication needed to recognize that entity. Basically, such a system labels each
entity with an identifier (usually in a human friendly format, e.g., a meaningful
string), it provides a way for the entity to authenticate (often by proving knowl-
edge of some private information, e.g., a password, a PIN, a one-time-password,
etc.) and stores its relevant identity information. Identity data can be as simple
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(a) (b)

Figure 5: Traditional centralised (a) and self-sovereign (b) identity management system
schemes. Inspired by [80].

as name, age, date and place of birth, etcetera, for an electronic passport, or as
complex as bank and credit data for a financial application.

Nowadays, identity management systems are mostly centralised and isolated
from each other (see Figure 5 (a)). Consequently, users are forced to rely on a
different central service to manage their identity data in each different domain.
Besides being inefficient and cumbersome for users (forcing them to remember
a lot of different private authentication information), this is also dangerous
for users’ privacy. Moreover, central identity mangement systems need to be
trusted by users not only to not maliciously exploit such information, but also to
effectively protect it from external attacks, considering also that big quantities
of valuable data stored all together in a single place are attractive beacons
for hackers. To improve user experience, federated identity systems have been
proposed [77, 78], where identity managers remain centralised for each domain
but users can use the identity of a single domain to access all the federated ones.
The identity portability between systems can extend beyond authentication also
allowing for some identity data to be shared. Even if this solution eases the
burden on users, it still gives them no control over their identity data that
remain centralised for each domain as before.

A user-centric identity management system [79], instead, would solve pri-
vacy issues by putting the user in charge of their own identity data, not third
parties. Basically a user-centric identity system is a federated system where
the identity control is given to the user. Its natural implementation is to use
a blockchain (or any other distributed ledger implementation) to obtain self-
sovereign identity systems such as the ones presented in [77, 78], where the
identity management systems are agnostic of the underlying applications using
them (see Figure 5 (b)).
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5.2. Blockchain Based Proposals

The idea of a self-sovereign identity system based on blockchain is no different
from the idea of blockchain based personal health record shown in Section 4.
As a matter of fact, if we consider health data as identity information the
systems are interchangeable. For example, in [81] a DLT based self-sovereign
identity systems is described as allowing entities to create immutable identity
records represented as identity containers able to accept attributes or credentials
from any number of organizations [. . . ]. Each organization can decide whether
to trust credentials in the container based on which organization verified or
attested to them. This is exactly the same concept behind blockchain based
health records and, as such, they share most of the advantages. If we analyse
the desired properties required by such a system stated in [77], we notice that
they can be satisfied by a public blockchain based implementation:

• Control. Users must control their identities.

Access. Users must have access to their own data.

Consent. Users must agree to the use of their identity.

A blockchain is censorship resistant, users not only are free to join in-
dependently from any third party, but are also the only ones controlling
their own data, they can access and update it without intermediaries, and
they alone decide to whom to grant access to it.

• Minimalization. Disclosure of claims must be minimized. This can be
achieved by storing the identity data in a secure way to provide users
privacy. Of course no private data should be stored in plain on a publicly
accessible blockchain. As we have already explained for health records
in Section 4, data can be stored in encrypted format on the blockchain,
and advanced cryptographic techniques (e.g., zero knowledge proofs [46]
or homomorphic encryption [62]) can be employed to verify some data
properties without actually disclosing it (e.g., proving that a user is older
than eighteen years old without exposing their age). However, it should
be noted how such techniques usually introduce a cost or efficiency burden
on the system (see [82] for an evaluation of existing proposals).

• Existence. Users must have an independent existence. This is clearly true
in a blockchain, that is independent from the applications using it.

• Transparency. Systems and algorithms must be transparent. This is guar-
anteed by the decentralised, open source and non-proprietary nature of a
public blockchain.

• Persistence. Identities must be long-lived. Identities and their data would
last as long as the underlying blockchain is not abandoned. The use of
an immutable blockchain however could lead to issues to guarantee the
opposite of this principle that is sometimes required: the right to be for-
gotten. A blockchain based system wishing to grant this property should
be designed accordingly.
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• Portability. Information and services about identity must be transportable.
This is trivial using a blockchain that constitutes the only point of access
for external services requests, provided that a well known standard repre-
sentation of such information is adopted. Hence, each application would
be able to exploit user information by accessing the blockchain. The user
remains the only one in control of their identity independently from the
systems exploiting it.

• Interoperability. Identities should be as widely usable as possible. This
is related to the previous bullet and is granted by using a blockchain as
single hub for external systems to interact with. As for the Portability
property, a common standard representation is needed.

• Protection. The rights of users must be protected. Guaranteed by the
security and decentralisation of the chryptographic functions underlying
blockchain technology.

As pointed out in [78], those properties are all expression of the three main
properties usually required from an identity system:

• Security, the identity information must be kept secure

• Controllability, users must be in control of who can access their data

• Portability, the user must be able to use their identity data wherever
they want and not be tied to a single provider

Besides the user direct control of their own data and the censorship resistant
inclusiveness pointed out before, a decentralised blockchain could also lead to
the practical advantage of reduced expenses. This is not only true for the users,
also counting the potential costs of identity thefts and private data leaking of
traditional centralised solutions, but also for the external services that would
not have to store and protect any more private information. As a whole, private
information would only be managed by the users, so there would not be the need
to replicate it among the interested services with the related costs and privacy
issues.

We also note how blockchain could in practice introduce novel issues for
users, especially about the practicality of the system. For example, users would
be alone in charge of the management of all the cryptographic keys protecting
their identity information. In practice trusted escrow systems, possibly at a state
level, could be necessary to recover lost keys or roll back mistakes made by users.
For examples Id-cards issued by the government storing the corresponding keys
could be employed, accepting the need for trust in the government issuing them.

5.3. Cases Studied

Several proposals and actual blockchain based identity management services
have emerged during recent years (see Table 3). In [83] the authors identify
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uPort [84], Sovrin [78] and ShoCard [85] as the three most representative pro-
posals. uPort implements a self-sovereign identity system through smart con-
tracts on the Ethereum blockchain [86]. As such, external services can interact
through other smart contracts. The identifier of a user is the Ethereum ad-
dress (called unique uPort identifier) of its main identity manager contract,
and the connected identity data is not stored directly on the blockchain but
rather through the hash of the actual data that is stored on IPFS [87]. Sovrin,
instead, builds its self-sovereign identity system on a public but permissioned
ad hoc blockchain [88]. The trusted miners, called stewards, are controlled by
the non-profit Sovrin Foundation to ensure their honesty. Even if data can be
stored on chain, it is advised to store it locally and disclose only to agreed par-
ties through cryptographic side channels. Same as uPort, there exists a feature
based on a list of trusted entities to recover an identity in case the corresponding
secret key gets lost. Differently from the two previous examples, ShoCard is not
used to build a self-sovereign identity system, instead, it relies on a centralised
service that creates and stores user identities on a blockchain (based on Bitcoin
[89]), alongside pre-existing identity certifications (e.g., driver’s license). That
information can later be linked and verified to prove entity identities. A user
creates an initial transaction to start a new identity, and their identifier (called
ShoCardID) is the hash of that transaction. Using that identifier as an an-
chor, additional identity information can be added to the user or verified. The
need for a centralised service (the ShoCard server) makes the system actually
centralised, since despite relying on a public blockchain it would be rendered
unusable if the central server were to go down. ShoCard and the other systems
with a similar paradigm (e.g., BitID [90] and IdchainZ [91]) are unable to pro-
vide a real self-sovereign identity system. More proposals and actual services
related to identity systems employing blockchain technology at some extent can
be found in [81] and [92].

Name Link Blockchain Used

uPort [84] Ethereum
Sovrin [88] Custom permissioned blockchain
ShoCard [85] Bitcoin
BitID [90] Bitcoin
IdchainZ [91] ChainZy

Table 3: Blockchain Identity Management systems.

6. Access Control Systems

6.1. Problem Definition

Access control systems are aimed at regulating the accesses to valuable re-
sources according to the security and privacy requirements defined by the re-
lated owners. In particular, resource owners typically choose an access control
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model suitable for the requirements of their environments (e.g., Role Based Ac-
cess Control, Attribute Based Access Control, History Based Access Control,
Usage Control, etc.) and then they express their security and privacy prefer-
ences by choosing a policy language for that model (e.g., Attribute Based ones
like XACML [93], History Based ones like [94], etc.). To enforce such policies
when subjects request to access the resources, the owners need to deploy proper
Access Control systems implementing the models they chose.

A solution for resource owners is to deploy and run their own instances of
such Access Control systems on their premises, but this requires them to deal
with the configuration, deployment and management of these Access Control
systems, thus implying a notable effort. To avoid this burden, an alternative
solution for resource owners is to outsource the Access Control functionality to
external systems or services which, obviously, must be operated by trusted third
parties in order to be guaranteed of the enforcement of the requested policy
thus avoiding unduly authorizations or denials of access. For example, some
Access Control systems implemented as Cloud SaaS (Software as a Service)
services have been proposed, such as OpenPMF SCaaS [95]. These services
often use an open-platform API, in a way such that their users are not bounded
to use a specific implementation, but they can exploit them to have a uniform
management of policy enforcement for all the resources they own.

6.2. Blockchain Based Proposals

An alternative solution for outsourcing the Access Control process is to im-
plement Access Control systems on top of blockchains. In fact, smart contract
capabilities can be exploited to execute the whole (or some phases of the) policy
evaluation process on the blockchain. In particular, the blockchain can be used
to store Access Control policies, access requests (issued by the subjects who
want to access the resources) and the related results (access permitted/access
denied), as well as for executing the access decision process, i.e., to evaluate the
relevant policies against the access requests [96]. An Access Control policy could
be represented through a smart contract, created and stored on the blockchain
by the resource owner [97]. Since the blockchain is an append only ledger, the
policy, in smart contract form, will be stored on the blockchain forever but, for
instance, it could be logically replaced by uploading on the blockchain a new
one. Other data concerning the access decision process can be stored on the
blockchain as well. For example, the Attribute Based Access Control model
exploits attributes for representing relevant features of subjects, resources and
environment. Those attributes could be managed by smart contracts as well,
and the policy smart contracts could invoke them when they need the current
values to carry on the decision process (as proposed in [98]).

A blockchain based Access Control system would inherit from blockchain
technology some relevant advantages which ease auditability. In fact, both re-
source owners and subjects accessing resources are enabled to verify how the pol-
icy has been evaluated for each access request that has been performed thanks to
the properties of transparency, immutability and permanent storage of a block-
chain. This means that users can always browse the blockchain and control the
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access requests that have been performed on a given resource, the policy that
has been enforced, the values of the attributes at that time, and the resulting
access decisions returned as response to their access requests. Obviously, this
could raise privacy issues that should be taken into account.

6.3. Cases Studied

A complete blockchain based Access Control system implementing the At-
tribute Based Access Control model has been presented in [99]. This approach
adopts XACML as policy language and exploits the Ethereum blockchain for
implementing all the phases of the policy evaluation process. As a matter of fact,
both the engine which evaluates the security policy against the current request
and the managers of the attributes required for the policy evaluation are im-
plemented as interoperating smart contracts and, consequently, are executed on
the blockchain (i.e., by the miners). Only the policy writing and creation phase
is performed off-chain, because the translation of the policies from XACML
to Ethereum smart contracts would be too expensive to be executed on-chain.
Another proposal is presented in [58], where the authors combine blockchain
and off-chain storage to build a personal data management platform focused
on privacy protection. However, the proposed approach is not a general Access
Control system, but it simply controls the read operations on the data stored
by the users. The authors of [100], instead, proposes a method to store secret
data (i.e., encrypted data) on a blockchain, managed by a set of trustees that
are in charge of controlling the access to such data. In this case, the blockchain
is used as a tamper proof log of access requests and to guarantee operations
atomicity. A Role Based Access Control system which uses smart contracts and
blockchain technology as infrastructures to represent the trust and endorsement
relationship essential to realize a challenge-response authentication protocol that
verifies users ownership of roles has been proposed in [101]. Finally, in [102],
[103], [104], and [105], the blockchain is used as Access Control tool for the
Internet of Things (see Table 4).

Proposal Link Blockchain Used

ABAC policies management [96] Bitcoin
Smart Policies [99] Ethereum
External data protection [58] Bitcoin
SCARAB [100] cothority-ByzCoin
RBAC with smart contracts [101] Ethereum
IoT data [102] Bitcoin
BlendCAC [103] Ethereum
Privacy aware AC [104] Tangle

Table 4: Blockchain Access Control systems.
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7. Decentralised Notary

7.1. Problem Definition

The intuitive idea behind a notary is to have a trusted witness to the own-
ership or ratification of an agreement between mutually untrusted parties. In
the digital space, often notary services are required to prove the existence and
ownership of a given digital asset at a given time. A decentralised or distributed
notary aims at achieving the level of trust of a trusted third party, without ac-
tually relying on any. This makes blockchain protocol particularly effective for
such tasks. Blockchain was invented, in fact, to manage a decentralised ledger,
i.e. a special case of decentralised notary where digital assets represent financial
value.

7.2. Blockchain Based Proposals

The immutability and timestamping properties of a blockchain allow to store
on it a piece of data at a certain time with the guarantee that it will not be
modified in the future. This leads naturally to the idea of using the block-
chain as a decentralised notary system. It means that users can submit any
information to the blockchain, and then, through the distributed consensus, the
miners community will add this information to a block at a certain time. Since
it would then be unfeasible to modify such a block in the future (under block-
chain security assumptions), it is possible to prove that at that time that piece
of information existed and was not tampered with. If the information stored
represents the cryptographic hash of an electronic document then it is possible
to prove the document existed unmodified at that give time. This timed proof
of existence is the main functionality of the so called blockchain notary systems.
Sometimes this property is also called proof of ownership to stress the property
of pre-image resistance of cryptographic hash functions, that implies that only
someone actually owning the document could have computed the correct hash
value stored on the blockchain. Moreover, if the hash value was submitted to the
blockchain through a signed transaction, the signature can be used as further
proof of ownership.

7.3. Cases Studied

A traditional notary has to perform additional services (not including all the
legally mandatory controls) like checking for parties identities and witnessing
that they are the ones signing the document, confirming that the parties are
aware of the content of the document and are willing to sign it, checking if a
new agreement is in conflict with an existing previous commitment, etcetera. If
a blockchain notary wants to completely cover a traditional notary role it needs
a more complex infrastructure built around the blockchain to provide all those
functionalities (like, for example, an identity management system). Nevertheless
most blockchain notary systems available today only offer the aforementioned
proof of existence. Some examples of such services are shown in Table 5.

We do note that such simple systems have some intrinsic limitations, for
example the timestamp associated to the data (i.e., the timestamp of the block
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Name Link Blockchain Used

Blocksign https://blocksign.com Bitcoin
Bitcoin.com Notary https://notary.bitcoin.com/ BitcoinCash
Acronis https://www.acronis.com/en-us/ Ethereum

business/blockchain-notary
Stampd https://stampd.io/ Bitcoin, BitcoinCash,

Ethereum or Dash
Stampery https://stampery.com/ Bitcoin, Ethereum
Proof of Existence https://proofofexistence.com/ Bitcoin
ProveBit https://github.com/thereal1024/ Bitcoin

ProveBit
Bitnotar https://github.com/bitcoinaustria/ Bitcoin

bitnotar
Bernstein https://www.bernstein.io/ Bitcoin

Table 5: Blockchain Notary systems.

the data is contained in) is not accurate for two reasons. First, the block times-
tamp is not accurate (it is the tamperable local time of the miner who builds
it), and it can vary by at most two hours from the expected one. This means
that a subsequent block can have a lower time than its predecessor. By tamper-
ing with the block times, a malevolent miner powerful enough may successfully
invalidate the system. Furthermore, the timestamp of the block only records
the time when the transaction submitting the data is accepted, not when it was
submitted. This means that the two times may differ greatly and race attacks
might be possible. This would be an issue in those scenarios where the precise
time when a transaction is submitted is crucial, such as in some supply chain
tracking systems. A Blockchain only provides a (discrete) temporal ordering
between transactions.

Time inaccuracy can be a deterrent also to a possible novel application of
blockchain notary systems, e.g., machine to machine proof of existence, where
the existence of a document needs to be produced and verified within minutes.
Nevertheless, blockchain technology allows for proof of existence between auto-
matic devices for three main reasons:

• it allows automatic recording and checks for content existence;

• it provides formal guarantees of security for the system without the need
for trust between the parties;

• it greatly lowers the cost to record or check existence proofs.

The last point is especially important when coupled with automation. A tradi-
tional notary is orders of magnitude more expensive and slower than a block-
chain based proof of existence system (hundred or thousands of dollars and days
versus few cents and minutes). This opens the possibility for automatic devices
to automatically record some information regularly in time. For example, the
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entire profile of a social network user could be recorded at regular snapshots in
time to certify the content uploaded and activities carried on. Another field of
application might be with IoT devices.

7.4. Application: Intellectual Property

The real improvement over traditional systems comes when a notary sys-
tem is deployed on top of a blockchain supporting smart contracts. A smart
contract can not only record the proof of existence of certain data, but also
define operations allowed on such data. This opens for entirely new possibili-
ties. For example we can think of a smart notary system for the protection of
intellectual property. In fact, blockchain based notary systems can prove the
existence (and potentially ownership) of any digital content including music,
videos, images and other user creative content (e.g., Monegraph that allows to
record and trade digital assets on the Bitcoin blockchain [106]). Using smart
contracts we could define rules for the fruition of the content, possibly coupled
with a pricing of such operations (i.e., royalties) using the underlying cryptocur-
rency supported by the blockchain (if present). For example, we could deploy a
smart contract that not only provides the proof of ownership for a certain new
song, but also allows users to purchase the right to listen to such song, paying
directly to the owner’s address. Such a system would avoid all the intermedi-
aries, allowing the owner to receive the full gain for their creations. Of course
users may still have incentives to rely on third parties for advertisement, visi-
bility, etcetera. More importantly setting up a smart contract is way cheaper
than traditional means, so new users would have a very low entry cost to start
offering their own creations. It also increases transparency, because the owner
knows who is accessing their content, and users willing to access it have a clear
and cheap entry point to ask the access permission (i.e., what is traditionally
called a license). The company Ujo Music [107] is already offering such a service
using the Ethereum blockchain. Its first proof of concept was deployed in 2015
publishing the song Tiny Human by Imogen Heap [108] through an Ethereum
smart contract. Another similar service is MUSE [109] that instead of relying
on an existent blockchain it builds its own.

8. Supply Chain Management

8.1. Problem definition

A supply chain is the chain of passages (physical or virtual relocation, trans-
formation and exchange) that products or services undergo from raw material or
natural resources (including human intellect) to a finished product for the end
customer. The management of a supply chain is a complex task that requires to
plan all the activities and logistics involved and it spans across many different
companies and suppliers, all the way to the customers. Often the management
of a supply chain has also to take into account standards and regulations (both
from states and companies) that need to be satisfied between links in the chain.
In general, there is little to no trust between different nodes in the chain, since
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trust is built between companies as they successfully work together over time,
and this gets more and more difficult in a more open and fluid market. This
means that a paper trail needs to be produced and verified at each step to try to
protect players from counterfeiting and keep the goods moving along the chain.
This paper trail can also be required by third party inspectors to verify that
no regulations have been infringed. Since the chain spans from raw material to
end consumer it is often very long and stretched along different jurisdictions,
rapidly becoming cumbersome and expensive to maintain, as well as prone to
forgery and human error. It also may cause additional expenses to the parties
involved to settle disputes or inadequate goods returns. This often means that
in most scenarios the supply chain management costs have a significant impact
on the final price of a traded good.

8.2. Blockchain Based Proposals

As we have seen in Section 7, a blockchain can be effectively used to provide
a timestamped proof of existence of a digital asset to create a notary system.
This same concept can be extended to a supply chain management system. By
digitizing the physical goods, for example by associating them a unique tamper
resistant code, and recording on the blockchain all the information associated
with them (e.g., price, date, location, quality, certification, etcetera) as well as
their passages between links in the supply chain, we can obtain a secure and
transparent supply chain management system on top of a blockchain (see Fig-
ure 6). Since all information stored on the blockchain is immutable, it becomes
impossible (under blockchain security assumptions) to tamper with the system.
The base idea is no different from the original intuition behind Bitcoin, as in
Bitcoin the blockchain is used to track the history of each coin to prevent double
spending. So in a blockchain based supply chain system it is used to track the
history of digital traces of assets. The main advantages of such a system are
the following.

• Increased transparency. Storing all the immutable information on a
blockchain would increase the traceability of products and so enhance
trust between parties involved as well as final consumers. Clearly, having
an easy traceable chain of transformations of a good will help contrast
counterfeits and frauds, as well as ensure intermediaries and external con-
tractor suppliers compliance to corporate standards and regulations. The
transparency of the entire process could also enhance the reputation and
public image of virtuous companies.

• Easier auditability. Any third party having access to the traceable life
of a good on the blockchain could check its correctness without need of
a slow and costly inspection of an entire paper trail compiled in different
formats. The end user itself could verify the origin of the materials used
and each transformation step to buy accordingly.

• Reduced management and verification costs. Checking or main-
taining the trace of a product on a blockchain is way less expensive than
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Figure 6: Scheme of a generic blockchain based supply chain management system. Source
[110].

examining or creating a long paper trail, leading to huge cost reductions
for the companies involved as well as independent auditors. Moreover,
the security granted by the blockchain would reduce the need for many
intermediaries as well as dispute resolutions, further lowering the compa-
nies expenses (and potentially the final price of a good for the consumer).
Finally, the contrast to counterfeiting and grey market will further reduce
honest parties losses. This is especially true for high value goods such as
diamonds and pharmaceutical drugs.

• Increased management and verification speed. Events recorded on
a blockchain can be created and audited in almost real time, speeding up
both recording and verification operations. By adopting a blockchain as
data recording standard cuts intermediaries and the process can be sped
up as well. Furthermore, the process can be automatized through self
enforcing smart contracts to speed up repetitive operations.

By lowering the initial costs and the importance of reputation for suppliers, a
blockchain system could also help a more fluid and dynamic suppliers ecosystem.
Paradoxically, even if a blockchain is in general more costly and inefficient than
centralized solutions, in this scenario it would help to create a more competitive
and agile environment.

8.3. Cases Studied

In general, the property of increased and easier traceability would be bene-
ficial for different sectors where product provenance is critical. For example, in
the pharmaceutical industry it can be lives-saving to timely recognize the man-
ufacturer of a faulty drug to fast isolate it. Another practical example is the
food industry where it might be necessary to track down products to the farms
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Figure 7: Scheme of Walmart pork tracking in China using a blockchain based supply chain
management system. Source [110].

or treatment plants that produced them in case of disease outbreaks or danger-
ous contamination or pollution. A pilot project to use blockchain technology to
trace the pork industry in China was started by Walmart [111] in partnership
with IBM (see Figure 7), leveraging the Hyperledger blockchain [112]. IBM is
not new to supply chain applications of blockchain technology built on top of
Hyperledger, as it is also collaborating with Maersk, leader in the ocean ship-
ping industry, on a similar project, mainly aimed at reducing the traditional
paper trail costs that Maersk estimates to be as much as one fifth of the entire
shipping costs [113].

But provenance is not only important to pinpoint producers of faulty prod-
ucts, it is also important in industries with the need to prove that goods are
authentic or ethically produced or obtained (e.g., fair trade or organic certifi-
cation in the food industry). A practical application is diamond tracking. For
such valuable goods it is important to prove their authenticity and that they
were not used to fund violence (the so called blood diamonds). Systems tracking
diamonds on blockchain are already used alongside the traditional methods, for
example, the De Beers Group of Companies, the world largest diamonds pro-
ducer by value, developed a working prototype [114]. Another older initiative is
Everledger [115] that is active since 2015 and allows to store arbitrary valuable
goods but strongly advertises its adoption with diamonds [116]. Provenance
[117] is another company offering general supply chain management based on
the blockchain. Its pilot experiment was the tracking of tuna in Indonesia [118]
to prevent human rights abuse of fishermen as well as illegal overfishing and
other examples are Blockverify [119], Sweetbridge [120] and Factom [121].

We should now point out that often not all information should be kept pub-
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licly visible on the blockchain. In fact, that could cause confidential information
leaking that could be used by competing companies to gain an unfair advan-
tage. But transparency is not necessarily in conflict with privacy. As a matter
of fact, we already saw that advanced cryptographic techniques can be used to
guarantee that some properties are satisfied by the data without revealing the
data itself [46, 62]. For example, a supplier might publish private information
about their inventory without showing the actual amount of each product. This
way a buyer could know if the supplier has a certain good available without ac-
tually knowing how many units are available, so to avoid the leaking of private
corporate information that a competitor could profit from. At the same time a
farmer might keep their identity private to the customer while still proving that
their products satisfy a certain standard (e.g fair trade). A company providing
a blockchain based supply chain management system with a keen interest in pri-
vacy is Chronicled [122] that relies on zk-SNARK and is focused on applications
involving the IoT.

Finally, we point out how integrating blockchain supply chain systems with
smart contracts could potentially bring whole new possibilities, especially if
paired with IoT. A traditional or blockchain based supply chain management
system can be greatly strengthened when coupled with smart labels, i.e., labels
of goods containing IoT sensors providing a data feed elaborated by smart con-
tracts on the blockchain. If such sensors are built tamper resistant (for example
employing hardware secure chips) then they can provide the smart contracts
with a secure flow of data to monitor the goods along the supply chain, de-
tecting counterfeiting attempts or exposure to critical conditions. A clear ap-
plication would be the pharmaceutical supply chain, where smart sensors could
monitor that delicate drugs are kept within the intended threshold of tempera-
ture, humidity, light exposure, etcetera. An example of a company providing a
blockchain based supply chain management system oriented to such smart IoT
devices is Modum [123, 124], especially active in pharmaceutical monitoring and
tracking. Of course the use of smart contracts and IoT devices in a supply chain
scenario enables also real time analytics, that could be leveraged by machine
learning predictive algorithms to adjust production accordingly. Monitoring in
real time or predicting the goods manufactured would allow suppliers to better
manage a dynamic production as well as reduce material waste and economical
losses from unsold items. The benefits would not end with the end consumer
buying the product, as the entire recycling and collection industry is part of the
supply chain as well and would benefit from such innovations.

Even if the application of blockchain technology to supply chain manage-
ment is mainly carried out by the interested companies and their relative pilot
tests (summarized in Table 6), also some academic work has been presented in
the last three years. In [125] the authors address the inefficiency of a public
blockchain supporting a supply chain management system, proposing an alter-
native solution. In [126] blockchain is used to contrast counterfeit and stolen
product tags, by building a supply chain scheme to transfer ownership of ra-
dio frequency identification tagged products, so that each node in the chain
can check integrity and correct ownership of the tags before buying the corre-
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sponding product. A proof of concept implementation of the proposal, based
on the Ethereum blockchain, is presented and evaluated. The authors of [127]
present a survey of blockchain based supply chain management applications and
discusses general potentialities and limitations. Similarly, the focus of [128] is
on digital supply chain, i.e., electronic data exchange between business part-
ners focused on Business to Business integration, that is traditionally heavily
reliant on third party intermediaries. Through interviews to experts (mainly
to Finnish entities) the authors highlight the main perceived advantages of the
applicability of blockchain technologies to such a system. In [129] a federation of
private blockchains connected through a public one is presented, that allows for
complete exchange of private information between interested parties (through a
private chain) while leaving the process monitorable (without access to private
information) through the public one. Finally, [130] is an interesting work not
directly connected to the supply chain management problem but still pertinent,
since it highlights a different approach to reach a common goal: consumers infor-
mation and building of trust. The authors point out the importance of reviews
in current online commerce, while remembering that most review platforms are
centralized entities able to malevolently forge reviews to mislead consumers. A
much more secure blockchain based decentralised system to submit and read
reviews is presented, and a proof of concept implementation on the Ethereum
blockchain is shown and evaluated.

Name Link Blockchain Used

IBM pilots [111, 113] Hyperledger
Everledger [115] Hyperledger/Ethereum
Provenance [117] Ethereum
Blockverify [119] Bitcoin
Sweetbridge [120] Hyperledger
Factom [121] Custom Factom blockchain
Chronicled [122] Ethereum
Modum [123] Ethereum

Table 6: Blockchain based Supply Chain systems.

9. Discussion

Throughout the proposed applications of blockchain technology presented in
this paper we can find a common tread. The main blockchain inherited property
that all considered applications aim to leverage is transparency. Mainly a block-
chain is used in its intended form of trusted repository of data publicly readable.
This feature relies on the combination of immutability, tamper resistance and
persistence a blockchain offers to the data stored inside. A related leveraged
property is the ability for participants to prove a given claim, i.e. auditability.
All such desired advantages derive from the defining ability of a blockchain to
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create trust among mutually untrusted entities, allowing participants to trust
the common repository.

Such transparency features are not the only common advantage leveraged
by all presented applications. A blockchain is also valued as a trusted common
repository to allow interoperability between different applications and services.
Ironically, a blockchain is used as trusted third party repository, despite being
originally proposed as a way to remove third party intermediaries.

Another, apparently contradictory, benefit cited in all the applications con-
sidered is the ability to lower costs. In fact, a blockchain is usually more ex-
pensive, in term of resources dedicated, compared to a traditional centralised
system. However, a blockchain substitutes the need for trusted third party in-
termediaries. Hence, it allows to save on, usually expensive, overheads. This is
especially evident in the supply chain or distributed notary applications, where
traditional intermediaries can be especially expensive or cumbersome.

Finally, the last main common blockchain feature that empowers all the stud-
ied applications is the ability to run smart contracts. The capability of having
predefined and agreed upon code running independently from the participants
control, allow for really novel capabilities, not possible in a traditional system.

10. Conclusions

In this paper we have studied six novel and promising so called Blockchain
3.0 applications: electronic voting, healthcare records management, identity
management, decentralized notary, with a special focus about intellectual prop-
erty protection, and supply chain management.

For each application we have first defined their problems that blockchain
technology proposes to solve. We have then presented how such problems can
be tackled in general by a blockchain adoption and we have reviewed for each ap-
plication a set of proposals in the literature both from the academic community
and industry sector.

The existence of such a large number of Blockchain 3.0 applications shows
that there is still a keen interest in blockchain technology, even after some years
from its creation, and leaves us to hypothesize that this interest will grow further
in the years to come.
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